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2nd-to-no-1-in-auto-parts.com Makes Shopping for Auto Parts and
Accessories Easier and More Enjoyable

With Helpful Articles About finding Auto Parts and Featured Individually Selected Companies
That Offer Quality and Excellent Customer Service. 2nd-to-no-1-in-auto-parts.com provides
advice, information and individually selected companies for shoppers looking for quality Auto
Parts, Auto Body Parts, Auto Repair,Car Accessories, Car Parts, Discount Auto Parts and
Used Auto Parts.

Swansea (PRWEB) December 27, 2004 -- While online shoppers are looking for the right Auto Parts for their
vehicle, many may find it difficult and not know where to go or look because there are so many options.

ThatÂ�s why Glenn Sarault, owner of SunBright Publishing, launched http://2nd-to-no-1-in-auto-parts.com
this week. Â�There are so many companies and so much information out there that can make it difficult to
shop for Auto Parts. But at http://2nd-to-no-1-in-auto-parts.com, weÂ�ve done all the work so our customers
donÂ�t have to,Â� Sarault said.

Sarault features individually selected companies on the Web site that provide a large selection of name brand,
high quality products, dedicated customer support and expert information. Sarault researches and tests Auto
Parts companies and posts the better-quality companies on http://2nd-to-no-1-in-auto-parts.com. The company
review process includes examining each companyÂ�s attention to detail and the feedback from each
companyÂ�s visitors.

The Web site also provides customers with articles that provide tips and information about the types of Auto
Parts they are looking for. For example, Looking for Discount Auto Parts?

Like practically every other form of shopping, the quest for discount auto parts breaks down into two basic
arenas. Reasonable and really cheap. Which way you go will depend on how much mechanical skill youÂ�re
starting out with. And you do have some, or youÂ�d go to the dealer for every little noise under your hood
right? Just remember, the bargain shopper takes on every mission with equal parts confidence and caution.

The Retailer
Whether walking into a family owned discount auto parts store or one of the nationwide chains or even
shopping online, you can discard all the buzzwords (OEM, remanufactured, aftermarket). You should instead
focus- from a Â�strictly businessÂ� standpoint- on who youÂ�re dealing with. How many years, better yet
decades, has the retailer been in business? Does every part come with a lifetime warranty? If you require labor,
is there a guarantee in writing? Should you deal with a retailer who canÂ�t meet these basic requirements
hereÂ�s a guarantee in writing: you will be sorry later.

The Recycler
Better known as the junkyard, the other side of the discount auto parts coin. The expression Â�Let the buyer
bewareÂ� was likely invented here. But if youÂ�re mechanically inclined and educated enough about your
own car, a trip to the local junkyard, er, recycler is practically a steal. Large percentages of recyclers actually
salvage and sort car parts for the purpose of re-selling them at below rock-bottom prices. Refunds will be
another story!Â� according to the Web site.
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Other advice and helpful information about Auto Parts, Auto Body Parts, Auto Repair, Car Accessories, Car
Parts, Discount auto Parts and Used Auto Parts can also be found on http://2nd-to-no-1-in-auto-parts.com.

Â�We've taken the time to shop around and help narrow down your many choices in Auto Parts. You'll be
happy with your connection to select companies that also feature outstanding Car Accessories and Used Auto
Parts to help you affordably maintain your vehicle,Â� Sarault said.
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Contact Information
Glenn Sarault
SUNBRIGHT PUBLISHING
http://2nd-to-no-1-in-auto-parts.com
774 991 1099

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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